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Name: CHATSWORTH HOUSE

County: Derbyshire

District: Derbyshire Dales (District Authority)

Parish: Baslow and Bubnell

County: Derbyshire

District: Derbyshire Dales (District Authority)

Parish: Beeley

County: Derbyshire

District: Derbyshire Dales (District Authority)

Parish: Chatsworth

County: Derbyshire

District: Derbyshire Dales (District Authority)

Parish: Edensor

National park: PEAK DISTRICT

label.localisation: Latitude: 53.226320

Longitude: -1.6222231

National Grid Reference: SK 25318 69986

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.localisation: [53.2270044898026,-1.59871370505225], [53.226808246692,-1.59868228487917],

[53.2265370998042,-1.59864302685771], [53.2263683728655,-1.59861464557177],

[53.2263660348215,-1.59861436784139], [53.2258477899096,-1.59855030834293],

[53.225165579855,-1.59845722680663], [53.2248809120976,-1.59840686423588],

[53.2247288255731,-1.59838177438144], [53.2247085007413,-1.59837881895432],

[53.2246094832747,-1.59836401748726], [53.2244575207036,-1.59826897819694],

[53.2242061932387,-1.5981094143567], [53.2241562010114,-1.59807857768381],

[53.2241070081594,-1.59804488775185], [53.2240121764688,-1.59796519279218],

[53.2239316674049,-1.59789450075044], [53.2239057049889,-1.59787242642311],

[53.223880641429,-1.59785034370747], [53.2238287670818,-1.59782117277622],

[53.223715355629,-1.59777625204562], [53.223613439466,-1.59772822830573],

[53.2235266988648,-1.59767556927638], [53.2234990437301,-1.59765800452735],
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[53.2234859758983,-1.59764794192007], [53.2234655055784,-1.59762851255438],

[53.2234005041414,-1.59754509530759], [53.2233576263242,-1.59749157657845],

[53.2233161760432,-1.59743489922226], [53.2232641968207,-1.59734806536658],

[53.2232109979351,-1.59724611552802], [53.2231493041444,-1.59713076556194],

[53.2231156424049,-1.59706472952836], [53.2231126554202,-1.59705861664177],

[53.2229843950544,-1.59679591140955], [53.2229730803112,-1.59677265229517],

[53.2229229603566,-1.59667756471356], [53.2228656843987,-1.59659287918787],

[53.2228216325682,-1.59653787532692], [53.2227578247291,-1.59646208838419],

[53.2226786895864,-1.59637266622289], [53.2225406665013,-1.59625354302597],

[53.2225414067911,-1.59618014575165], [53.2225418894334,-1.59613685590488],

[53.2225512996186,-1.59443321298502], [53.2225585675195,-1.59387462881812],

[53.2225590038123,-1.59384436989495], [53.2225777006297,-1.59202710704783],

[53.2225804944954,-1.59200296652782], [53.2225849967021,-1.59197895955497],

[53.2225922797329,-1.59195327862307], [53.2226022700988,-1.59193071726881],

[53.222610488364,-1.59191566155955], [53.2226205094716,-1.59190208648218],

[53.2226305408276,-1.59189150683087], [53.2226424654255,-1.59188255672989],

[53.2226542199886,-1.59187645399422], [53.22266697406,-1.59187348706817],

[53.2234854035871,-1.59218623938392], [53.2235078148965,-1.59219471383388],

[53.2244156991265,-1.59253853342343], [53.2244681953736,-1.59404140637118],

[53.2244860462499,-1.59450616394962], [53.2248955831058,-1.59469222451142],

[53.2253335180207,-1.59487637311975], [53.225589811135,-1.59501460566252],

[53.2259914692879,-1.59523669921866], [53.2260698469581,-1.59528808702216],

[53.2263578450363,-1.59549837405427], [53.2266364559878,-1.59572388108908],

[53.2266305056101,-1.59582474605292], [53.2266306619339,-1.59587088003349],

[53.2266332924196,-1.59590440834137], [53.2266371457788,-1.59592743981795],

[53.2266474525807,-1.59597153104959], [53.2266544945532,-1.59600711495055],

[53.2266564496336,-1.59602701870036], [53.2266627321131,-1.59613031508343],

[53.2266828147221,-1.5961413605461], [53.2266890907758,-1.59618968390845],

[53.2267803043968,-1.59634206250671], [53.2268110192149,-1.59638716054067],

[53.2268430676077,-1.59642790216514], [53.2268897145064,-1.59647944146429],

[53.2269250546988,-1.59651011628216], [53.2269503764997,-1.59652875214184],

[53.2269676720997,-1.59653967425183], [53.2269829750074,-1.59654612133863],

[53.2270187795147,-1.59655462273338], [53.2271697094902,-1.59658316349668],

[53.2275012953216,-1.596632177195], [53.2278381955301,-1.59668443721493],

[53.2281636700537,-1.59673380940354], [53.2285636721415,-1.59678607777716],

[53.2286845126352,-1.59695451417263], [53.2287215409949,-1.59700599669778],

[53.2287314750094,-1.59701968487912], [53.2287713923416,-1.59707488536057],

[53.2288042540204,-1.59711696990361], [53.2288326778825,-1.59714920946079],

[53.2288427850756,-1.59716094871036], [53.2288464108676,-1.59716990259128],

[53.2288510456395,-1.59718483893714], [53.2288557804128,-1.59720277031204],

[53.2288586781609,-1.59723569873839], [53.2288586933352,-1.59724019254194],
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[53.2288707279775,-1.59734359026666], [53.2288762087303,-1.59739611807089],

[53.2288939693191,-1.59754485110944], [53.228909876426,-1.5976771238112],

[53.2289779173148,-1.5982356846383], [53.2290553932733,-1.59890096568385],

[53.2289440907791,-1.59889496461322], [53.2287623612285,-1.59887583990596],

[53.2287155104909,-1.59887028556286], [53.2282856993925,-1.5988278629859],

[53.2282290510783,-1.59882240026951], [53.2278794383754,-1.59878522124601],

[53.2271340012151,-1.59873496388244], [53.2270952437251,-1.5987303828283],

[53.2270944342473,-1.59873024059872], [53.2270044898026,-1.59871370505225]

label.localisation: [53.2375587473786,-1.60068749690412], [53.2372161936154,-1.60085219662211],

[53.2372090177865,-1.60085675815116], [53.236963925461,-1.60097440296169],

[53.2367870295225,-1.60105650340866], [53.2364486752878,-1.60121381677185],

[53.2356946814699,-1.60156121514262], [53.2356615736486,-1.60157547078174],

[53.2355552848347,-1.60162123869294], [53.2353676050928,-1.60170433270068],

[53.2348832569283,-1.60191138095727], [53.2348418835219,-1.60193094136487],

[53.2348140483881,-1.60194003872698], [53.2347852195093,-1.60194764710057],

[53.2347807302132,-1.60194918690486], [53.2347500986163,-1.60195531378974],

[53.234724920064,-1.60195240099887], [53.2344480282524,-1.60188814904779],

[53.2342319851575,-1.6018221351482], [53.2341153101082,-1.601795351171],

[53.234005705169,-1.60178618007446], [53.2339173428116,-1.60178565115992],

[53.2338653088677,-1.60178913000907], [53.2338329599395,-1.60179242630414],

[53.2338096141062,-1.60179998375457], [53.2337952473623,-1.60180461144135],

[53.2337610413348,-1.60181706367223], [53.2337324077326,-1.60182931439807],

[53.233698301089,-1.6018446121555], [53.2336647297585,-1.60185870640561],

[53.2336138933286,-1.60187086329786], [53.2336076063141,-1.60187241973483],

[53.2335395122848,-1.60188488640525], [53.2335278371147,-1.60188799093581],

[53.233493615577,-1.60189579892043], [53.2334702552362,-1.6018990117745],

[53.2334352097248,-1.60190233295386], [53.2334127382432,-1.60190254127829],

[53.2333750655403,-1.60189974443408], [53.23336337537,-1.60189835467066],

[53.2330081794455,-1.60185775243825], [53.2329262528576,-1.60184637721794],

[53.2328642914462,-1.6018379629785], [53.2327807319055,-1.60182210861776],

[53.2327357589329,-1.60181353691637], [53.2325252653031,-1.6017673993747],

[53.2325000772344,-1.60176164051968], [53.2323560613081,-1.60173046720495],

[53.2321024947585,-1.60167948664889], [53.2320717327549,-1.60167347998303],

[53.2320339546445,-1.60166604031183], [53.2320275677398,-1.60166460146219],

[53.2318366886791,-1.60162412596973], [53.2317000488543,-1.60159453304563],

[53.2315975942026,-1.60157316218327], [53.2314707362315,-1.60054441398473],

[53.2314291076037,-1.6001926045841], [53.2313994877233,-1.59993745931902],

[53.2313441820066,-1.59947492153142], [53.2313203348391,-1.59927964609759],

[53.2312734034659,-1.59890242153943], [53.2312540303272,-1.59872807785169],

[53.2312538409802,-1.59872523329649], [53.2312774341092,-1.59871108082757],
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[53.2313376291239,-1.59867531374171], [53.2313762079933,-1.59865353082019],

[53.2314435989039,-1.59861919438624], [53.2315110847309,-1.59858635503112],

[53.2315182650176,-1.59858314195834], [53.231560444347,-1.59856282328106],

[53.2316027236423,-1.59854549978441], [53.2316261581528,-1.598537640513],

[53.2316575864587,-1.59852790880662], [53.2316674668506,-1.59852571912637],

[53.2316729463619,-1.59852461924393], [53.231700795365,-1.59851971483952],

[53.2317376420353,-1.59851742285789], [53.2318186423538,-1.59852056061204],

[53.231856492895,-1.59852275349874], [53.2319267119444,-1.59852749015123],

[53.2320234801095,-1.59854171621998], [53.2320337271033,-1.59854162042642],

[53.2320615998026,-1.59854375680935], [53.2321300730609,-1.59856394022689],

[53.2322163593532,-1.59858860130755], [53.2322928430345,-1.59861185600851],

[53.2324916325343,-1.59865209478425], [53.2325438016426,-1.59866209398252],

[53.23259865775,-1.59866922167953], [53.2326454983863,-1.59867178014956],

[53.2327533765895,-1.59867526630963], [53.232773156528,-1.59867657957285],

[53.2328450808731,-1.59868055157294], [53.2328648608113,-1.59868186484119],

[53.2329214934638,-1.59868268389268], [53.2329771328348,-1.59868216391553],

[53.2330669980667,-1.59867518174929], [53.2330786781928,-1.59867357446115],

[53.2331432900226,-1.59866817659404], [53.2331684802623,-1.59866785727331],

[53.2331882324659,-1.59866760675316], [53.2331990233096,-1.59866885422284],

[53.2332196172601,-1.59867165802214], [53.2332412201167,-1.59868044493447],

[53.2332646206903,-1.59868921505517], [53.2332727199971,-1.59869198582188],

[53.2332833335887,-1.59869398402473], [53.2333033018652,-1.59869784238439],

[53.2333167054473,-1.59870086321321], [53.233344580658,-1.59870374880476],

[53.2333867376454,-1.59870350465588], [53.2335258927675,-1.59867898298098],

[53.233631134526,-1.59867365478243], [53.2336464151269,-1.598673511971],

[53.2337490391032,-1.59866491227282], [53.2337544322563,-1.59866486186749],

[53.2338901201214,-1.59865175825568], [53.2339548127536,-1.59864366280434],

[53.2339997410763,-1.59863889820272], [53.2340689179183,-1.59862776446867],

[53.2342216493041,-1.59860416395715], [53.2343627050962,-1.59858351895284],

[53.2344477911246,-1.59856992012255], [53.2344722205189,-1.59856601521277],

[53.2344946824079,-1.59856295868326], [53.2345719540071,-1.59855324719689],

[53.2345854268039,-1.59855012487533], [53.2346824435433,-1.59853138944683],

[53.2348900094316,-1.59848180625727], [53.2349016845084,-1.59847870069991],

[53.2350249176439,-1.59845073062563], [53.2350681129018,-1.5984384909111],

[53.2351348431232,-1.59842153646494], [53.2351555921306,-1.59841699762861],

[53.2351682569584,-1.59841418241779], [53.2351854090178,-1.59840922775428],

[53.2351868456784,-1.59840876485693], [53.2352915481801,-1.59837677273636],

[53.2353542128439,-1.59835371347714], [53.2353563665733,-1.59835264458509],

[53.2353946883076,-1.5983346072446], [53.2354770637763,-1.59829233616874],

[53.235551714091,-1.59825163542526], [53.2356006928652,-1.59822181210043],

[53.2360379706772,-1.59794594099992], [53.2360784243547,-1.59792039187259],
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[53.236450294918,-1.59768078580096], [53.2368467355384,-1.59742371519504],

[53.2369593929483,-1.59735179097558], [53.2370810287777,-1.59727678562478],

[53.2370954751036,-1.59726915877558], [53.2371278525609,-1.59724772946389],

[53.2371306339627,-1.5972462051026], [53.2371386933347,-1.59723713987646],

[53.237147478369,-1.59723001559229], [53.2371602075897,-1.5971930386968],

[53.2371904897373,-1.59710507267788], [53.2374663278956,-1.59963746122477],

[53.2374709866103,-1.59968641162088], [53.2374902981409,-1.59986962142614],

[53.2375368041746,-1.60028181564443], [53.2375816148084,-1.60061761391608],

[53.2375895340894,-1.60067402565536], [53.2375793016474,-1.60067846585379],

[53.2375587473786,-1.60068749690412]

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: I

List Entry Number: 1000355

Date first listed: 04-Aug-1984

Details

Formal gardens and pleasure grounds with elements of a layout of c 1688-1703 by George London and Henry Wise, and M

Grillet for the first Duke of Devonshire, which were remodelled during the early and later C18 and subsequently by the sixth

Duke with Jeffry Wyatville and Joseph Paxton during the first half of the C19. Landscape park by Lancelot Brown of c 1755-65

with C17 origins.

NOTE This entry is a summary. Because of the complexity of this site, the standard Register entry format would convey neither

an adequate description nor a satisfactory account of the development of the landscape. The user is advised to consult the

references given below for more detailed accounts. Many Listed Buildings exist within the site, not all of which have been here

referred to. Descriptions of these are to be found in the List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest produced

by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

The estate was bought in 1549 from the Leche family by Sir William Cavendish. Following the accession of the fourth Earl

(created first Duke in 1694) in 1684 existing gardens were modified and extensive new gardens laid out by George London (d

1714) and Henry Wise (1653-1738). French gardeners M Huet and M Audias supervised wider alterations to the landscape, and

waterworks were supervised by M Grillet (fl 1690), while Caius Gabriel Cibber and Jan Nost designed statuary for the garden.

The works are illustrated in an engraving of 1699 by Knyff and Kip. Additions and modifications to the scheme continued

into the early decades of the C18. The pleasure grounds and gardens were transformed by the sixth Duke working with Jeffry

Wyatville (1766-1840) c 1820 and Joseph Paxton (1803-65) from c 1826 to 1846.

A map of 1617 by William Senior shows the park occupied the area east of the Derwent and extended to the east of the

escarpment on the east side of the site in an area which had been disparked by the late C18 and is outside the boundary of the

registered site. Large-scale transformation of the landscape took place in the period from c 1755 to c 1770 with the imparkment

of the area west of the river and the closure of a number of roads around and within the park. Extensive new areas of woodland

were planted and substantial earth-moving works undertaken, which included widening the Derwent and grading its banks.

The work was supervised by Mr Millican under the direction of Lancelot Brown (1716-83). A campaign of extension and

improvements to the park began in the late C18 and contnued into the C19. The approach from Edensor was improved and
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part of the village demolished and rebuilt in a different position, with many of the buildings being designed by Paxton. The

estate remains in private ownership (1998).

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Chatsworth lies within the Peak National Park c 16km west of Chesterfield. The c 405ha site lies within the valley of the River

Derwent which runs north/south through the park. On the east side of the site the land slopes steeply up to an escarpment

while the land rises more gently on the west side of the river. Fences and walls divide the park from agricultural land and

from open moorland.

On the north-west side of the site a drive leads south-east from the B6102 in Edensor and curves to run north-east as the land

drops, before crossing the river via the Three Arch Bridge (James Paine 1759-64 incorporating C17 sculpture by Cibber, listed

grade I). The drive continues to the stables and north side of the House. Three Arch Bridge is of central importance to the

landscape and views to and from the House. The route from Edensor with falling parkland in the foreground and views of the

bridge and the House beyond backed by steeply rising wooded slopes is one of the most impressive approaches to a country

house in England.

Other entrances include the Baslow Lodge (gates, piers and railings by Jeffry Wyatville c 1839-42, all listed grade II) on the

north side of the site, which incorporates wrought-iron gates and screens designed by Tijou, and Beeley Lodge (1855, listed

grade II) on the south side of the site.

Chatsworth House (listed grade I) lies on rising ground to the east of the Derwent. It originated in 1552 with a house built by

Sir William Cavendish and his wife Elizabeth (Bess) of Hardwick. In 1686 the fourth Earl of Devonshire erected a new south

wing to the design of William Talman and subsequently a new east front, also by Talman. The west front, built 1700(3 was

probably based on a design by Thomas Archer, as was the north front, built 1705-7. In 1820 the sixth Duke engaged Jeffry

Wyatt (later Sir Jeffry Wyatville) to remodel parts of the House and to design a new north wing, which was capped in 1827

by a belvedere storey built to the Duke's own design. Chatsworth House is one of the greatest country houses in England with

interiors by some of the finest artists and sculptors of their day. It is in use as a private residence (1998).

Some 200m north-east of the main building a stable block (listed grade I) ranged around a courtyard was designed by James

Paine for the fourth Duke and built 1758-63.

The west side of the House overlooks terraced gardens. A raised walk with a retaining wall runs alongside the House and

a centrally positioned double staircase (walkway, staircase and sphinx piers c 1690, listed grade II) leads down to a terrace

below which has a central circular pond around which a planting scheme of c 1960 of golden box represents the ground plan

of Chiswick House (qv) in London. The terrace is divided from the park by a wall linked by piers at the north-west and south-

west corners which support statues of sphinxes by Cibber. The linking wall was demolished c 1760 when the park swept up to

the staircase. The formal garden and terrace wall was reinstated in 1826 by the sixth Duke working with Wyatville.

There are extensive views to the west over open parkland with many scattered trees and clumps. The serpentine course of the

widened River Derwent and Three Arch Bridge are important elements in the middle ground, with the spire of Edensor church

(C11, rebuilt 1867 by G G Scott, listed grade I) rising beyond. Close to Three Arch Bridge on the east side of the river, Queen

Mary's Bower (listed grade II*) was probably designed as a fishing lodge or banqueting house. It stood within a pond and is

the only surviving feature of water gardens covering an area of c 8ha built by Sir William Cavendish in the late C16. To the

south-west views of open parkland are framed by New Piece Wood which lies on a ridge of high ground on the south-west

boundary of the park.

On the south side of the House there is a rectangular lawn flanked by pleached limes planted in 1952. A central circular pond

with a fountain (with figures by Cibber, listed grade II) was placed on the south side of the House in 1694 and repositioned

during the 1760s when formal gardens were remodelled. South of the lawn the early C18 Canal Pond stretches for a distance

of c 500m from the House, which appears to rise directly from the sheet of water when it is viewed from the south end of the

canal. The Emperor Fountain (listed grade II) is positioned near the north end of the canal. It was installed by Joseph Paxton

1843-4 and is one of the most impressive working Victorian fountains in the country, throwing water to a height of c 80m.
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Gardens and pleasure grounds on the east side of the House are on land which slopes up to the east, with Stand Wood, which

covers the steeply rising slopes east of the pleasure grounds, forming a backcloth. Formal elements and north/south and east/

west axiality close to the House give way to less formal areas further to the east, and the garden incorporates features dating

from the C17 through to the late C20. The Broad Walk is the main axial route which runs south from Flora's Temple (probably

by Talman c 1695, listed grade I) which was originally sited south-west of the House and had been moved to its present position

c 20m east of the north-east corner of the building by the 1760s. The Broad Walk was laid out c 1820 by Jeffry Wyatville and

the sixth Duke; it runs parallel to the House and continues southwards, alongside and above the Canal Pond, terminating at its

south end with an urn on a pedestal (listed grade II).

Immediately east of Flora's Temple the Conservative Wall (listed grade II) is a heated wall with glass frames covering its whole

length which was designed by Paxton and completed in 1848. Some 50m south of the Wall the first Duke's Greenhouse (c 1698,

listed grade II*), one of the largest and best-preserved C17 greenhouses in the country, fronts a rose garden. Knyff and Kip

show it lying somewhat to the north of its present position to which it had been moved by the mid C18. South of the Greenhouse

there are lawns called Salisbury Lawns and c 350m east of the south-east corner of the House is the Cascade House (Thomas

Archer 1702(3, listed grade I) and Cascade (Grillet 1694-6, rebuilt and remodelled C18 and C19, listed grade I) which runs east/

west down the slope. Aligned with the Cascade and visible from it, the Aqueduct (Paxton c 1840, listed grade II) is a striking

feature which lies c 200m to the east in Stand Wood above the pleasure grounds.

A circular pool, shown on a map of 1773, lies c 200m south-east of the House. It is surrounded by a circular beech hedge planted

in 1953 which has an opening on the north side giving views of the Greenhouse, and an opening on the south side from which

serpentine beech hedges, also planted in 1953, run south framing views of a bust of the sixth Duke (listed grade II).

The east side of the garden is covered with light woodland which merges into Stand Wood. A woodland area south of the

Cascade House is an arboretum started by Paxton in 1835. His pinetum, started in 1829, is in the south-east corner of the

grounds. Curving paths lead through woodland and there are substantial areas of rockwork designed by Paxton in the 1840s

which represent some of the most impressive and ambitious works of their type in the country. The Old Conservatory Gardens,

c 700m south-east of the House, contain the foundations of the Great Conservatory (listed grade II), which was designed by

Paxton with Decimus Burton. When completed in 1840 it was the largest glasshouse in the world. It was demolished in 1920

and the foundations incorporated into a sunken garden with a central maze designed in 1962 by Dennis Fisher.

The water features in the garden are fed from a group of lakes on high land above the escarpment to the east. They probably

originated in the C18 and the largest, Emperor Lake, was created in 1843-4 to supply a head of water for the Emperor Fountain.

The Hunting Tower (possibly by Robert Smythson c 1582, listed grade II*) is a prominent landmark in woodland on the edge

of the escarpment c 600m north-east of the House.

KITCHEN GARDEN The kitchen garden lies c 800m north-west of the House and is in use as a caravan park (1998). It replaced

earlier gardens south-west of the House and was completed in 1765.

Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.
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